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OmniThreadLibrary is a use friendly
threading library for Delphi. The library's
main "selling" points are power, simplicity,
and openness. With just few lines of code,
you can set up multiple threads, send
messages between them, process Windows
messages and more. OmniThreadLibrary
doesn't limit you in any way - if it is not
powerfull enough for you, you can ignore any
part of its "smartness" and replace it with
your own code. You can also ignore the
threading part and use only the
communication subsystem. Or vice versa.
OmniThreadLibrary can be used at different
levels. It contains reusable structures, simple
task management, thread pool management,
and high-level parallelism structures. Version
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6.00 This is a stable version and is
recommended for any serious work.
Description: OmniThreadLibrary is a use
friendly threading library for Delphi. The
library's main "selling" points are power,
simplicity, and openness. With just few lines
of code, you can set up multiple threads, send
messages between them, process Windows
messages and more. OmniThreadLibrary
doesn't limit you in any way - if it is not
powerfull enough for you, you can ignore any
part of its "smartness" and replace it with
your own code. You can also ignore the
threading part and use only the
communication subsystem. Or vice versa.
OmniThreadLibrary can be used at different
levels. It contains reusable structures, simple
task management, thread pool management,
and high-level parallelism structures. Version
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5.00 This is a first beta of a new version, the
stable version should be out soon.
Description: OmniThreadLibrary is a use
friendly threading library for Delphi. The
library's main "selling" points are power,
simplicity, and openness. With just few lines
of code, you can set up multiple threads, send
messages between them, process Windows
messages and more. OmniThreadLibrary
doesn't limit you in any way - if it is not
powerfull enough for you, you can ignore any
part of its "smartness" and replace it with
your own code. You can also ignore the
threading part and use only the
communication subsystem. Or

OmniThreadLibrary (April-2022)

KEYMACRO ------ OmniThreadLibrary
provides useful structures to manage tasks,
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threads and the communication between
them. KEYMACRO Description ----- Task
Structure: TWorkerThread = class public
class var DefaultTaskClass :
TThread.TThreadClass =
TThread.TCriticalSection.Create; class var
MaxTaskNumber : Integer = 1000; class var
DefaultNumberOfTasks : Integer = 100; class
var DefaultNumberOfFrees : Integer = 50;
class var DefaultNumberOfMessages :
Integer = 20; class var
DefaultNumberOfMessagesPerTask : Integer
= 10; class var DefaultMessageSize : Integer
= 5000; class var DefaultTimeout : Integer =
30; class var DefaultMaxTime : Integer =
30000; class var DefaultMaxMemory :
Integer = 20; class procedure
Create(OwnerThread : TWorkerThread;
TaskNumber : Integer; FreeMemory :
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Integer; MaxTime : Integer); class procedure
Destroy(OwnerThread : TWorkerThread);
end; Task Initialization: TTask = class private
FKey : Integer; FName : String; function
GetUniqueName : String; public constructor
Create(Key : Integer; Name : String);
destructor Destroy; override; function
GetUniqueName : String; end; Task
Management: TTaskManager = class public
procedure CreateTask(TaskNumber : Integer;
FreeMemory : Integer); 77a5ca646e
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OTL is designed with 'easy' and 'powerfull' in
mind. OTL is simple and small - you can get
started with OTL in just few minutes. OTL is
full-featured - you can add any functionality
you like and use OTL as a thread library or as
a middle layer. OTL is cross platform - OTL
is based on portable, multi-platform C++ and
can run on Microsoft Windows (2000, XP,
Vista), Unix and Mac OS X. OTL is Open
Source - you can download the source code
from the OTL web site. You can get the latest
version of the library from the OTL web site.
Unit Types: Unit.framework contains OTL's
threading and communication classes. You
need to use it if you want to use the
threading, message and parallelization
structures from OTL. Unit.OTL extends
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Unit.framework by adding all the OTL
threading and message classes. Unit.OTL-
Simple and Unit.OTL-Cross are the simplest
variants of Unit.OTL that you can use when
you need just threading. Unit.OTL-TCP is an
example of a high-level thread library. It
implements all the parallelization and
message sending/receiving functionality in a
simple, easy-to-use and compact library.
Unit.OTL-Server is an example of a high-
level threading library. It implements all the
parallelization and message sending/receiving
functionality in a simple, easy-to-use and
compact library. Unit.OTL-Parallel is an
example of a low-level parallel thread library.
It is a bit different from the other libraries
because it requires you to know about the
thread pool management in detail. Unit.OTL-
Windows is a unit that provides a basic
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threading library that can be used from
Delphi. It is available separately. Unit.OTL-
Win32 is a unit that provides a basic
threading library that can be used from
Delphi. It is available separately. Unit.OTL-
Native is a unit that provides a basic
threading library that can be used from
Delphi. It is available separately. Unit.OTL-
Mac is a unit that provides a

What's New In OmniThreadLibrary?

OmniThreadLibrary is a light weight
threading library written in Delphi. It is
designed to make it as easy as possible to
write multi-threaded Delphi applications.
OmniThreadLibrary is also re-usable for use
in other projects like Matlab (Interpreter,
IDE and Server) Excel (Desktop Access,
Interpreter, Server) VB (Desktop Access) ...
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To achieve such a simplicity and flexibility
without compromising power,
OmniThreadLibrary has the following
features: Multiple threads can be created with
just few lines of code. You can use up to 32
worker threads with some very basic
configurations. No threading-specific
locking. No thread-specific data is shared. No
unnecessary synchronization. The easy-to-use
interface allows using the library without
needing to read long documentation (I mean
the original source). Re-usable structures for
most common tasks. Some examples are
provided. Re-usable structures for parallel-
ism (parallel-for, parallel-loop, etc). It
provides a simple interface to multiple
threads with a minimal and powerful
interface to communicate between threads. It
can be used with threads created by your own
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implementation, or threads created by
Delphi. It provides the functionality for
processes to share data between them. It is
included in Delphi 2007 and later. It can be
used in Win32 and in D2006. More info: A: I
really like Delphi's threads. They are so easy
to use, so powerful, so flexible, and so
transparent. I think it's the best solution for
multi-threading for most programming
languages. Check out this Delphi library, it's
even open source. A: Without a commercial
license, I have never been able to get
RadStudio to create threads correctly. When
the IDE is running under the debugger, it will
often complain that my code is broken. It will
also complain if I have more than one thread.
Since the IDE has an event loop running in
the background, it doesn't actually show up in
task manager when I create more than one
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thread. My solution was to use TThread
instead. TThread = class protected procedure
Execute; override; end; .... procedure
TThread.Execute; var timer: Integer; begin
timer := Timer; DoSomething;
ShowMessage(Format
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8.1
(64-bit versions) Processor: Intel Core i5
2400 2.8 GHz or equivalent Memory: 8 GB
RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 10 GB available
space Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or
Windows 8.1 (64-bit versions)Processor:
Intel Core i5 2400 2.8 GHz or
equivalentMemory: 8 GB RAMGraphics:
Intel HD 4000 or
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